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MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION: HISTORY AND OVERVIEW

Multicultural education is a relatively new and distinc differ-
.

ent approach to the preparation of children for their role as citizens

in democratic society. This first chapter offers a brief overview of the

historical roots of the approach and a description of the versions of

multicultural education currently offered by a variety of educational

organizations. The second chapter provides a,diScussion of the guide-

lines that some authorities have suggested for a multicultural education'

program. The final chapter presents annotated lists of materials that

may be useful to practitioners in developing prograi

schools.

Historical Background of Multicultural Education

eir own

From its earliest beginnings, the United States has included a

variety of racial, ethnic, and cultural groups. In one respect, this

cultural diversity has been regarded as a natural asset, the source of

thattnique vitality which has enabled the linitd States to meet new

challenges successfully. On the other hand,= as Lazerson (1978) points

out, cultural diversity has also been viewed as a threat-to the unity

and social stability of the nation. How a political entity comprised

Many diverse groups could function as a cohesive whole was seen as one

of the country's basic problems,:_one which the public schools bore some

responsibility for helping to re7olve.

TheSe conflicting views cultural diversity have strongly nflu-

enced.20th century. educational policies in Varying ways at varyin



The view of cultural diversity as asset is epresented by educational

models based on the concept of cultural pluralism; The'view of cultural

diversity as a threat is represented by models based on the concept of

assimilation. An understanding of these different viewpoints and the

eduCational models based on them is essential in building a foundation',

for_ nulticultural education today. In this section, both concepts will

be examined. Unfortunately, the discussion cannot be divided chronologi-

cally because the two concepts have been in!ertwined throughout the

history of this century. But Nathan Glazer (1977), Professor of Edu-

cation and Social Structure at Harvard University, has suggested a frame-

work that may be useful. As indicated in Figure 1, Glazer sees total

assimilation, called for by some majority persons in the early 1900s,

at one end of a continuum. At the other end is total separation, de-

manded by some minority persons in the 1920s and called for again in

the past two decades. Between these extremes are several forms of

cultural pluralism, a concept that has been defined in various ways

over the years. Because assimilation has had the most prevailing

'fluence on American education', it will be dealt with first.

Asimilation

Assimilation, as the term is usedJiere, means the incorporation

minority persop8 so completely into the mainstream that they cannot be

distl gmished from other persons in that mainstream; in other words; they

diswear into the majority (Glazer, 1977). This was the edUbational

ideal of many persons during the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
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. 0-
During this time tants from all over Europe were s he -ming

into the country In response tr the job opportunities,brought ab-

the Industrial Revolution. It was seen as the schools' responsibi_

to Make the children of these immigrants into Americans. Some saw the

process as ohe of, acculturation;. the schools should help the children
- .

to beco- more like the white, Anglo -Saxon majority. Others, however,

carled for full assimilation. In the words of ore noted educatorsof the

early 20thcenturyiEIwood P. Cubberly, it was the task of'the public

schools to "assimilate and amalgamate these people [immigrants] as par

of our American race, and to implant in their children, so far as-can:

be done, the Anglo-Saxon conception of righteousness, law and order,

and popular government" (cited in Herman, 1974, p. 13). Thus, 'along

with, the three R's and th English. language, the schoo ls alSo%were ex-
,

pacted:to teach children ho .Americans should behave anct:what Americans .

0
should value (Cardenas-E. Fillmore, 1973).

,

The melting pot theory, which came into vogue at ab6ut-the

1
was a variation on .the-assimilation theme. This theory, drawn

from a play of that name by Russian immigrant Israej Zan -ill, called

%
for a new American identity to which native born and immigrant alike

'would contribute and which both would be assimilated. The contri-

button of the many different groups that made up this country would
rr

be blended together and out of the mixture would come a new, and distinctly ,

Amertcan,'common ,culture.



For some years, the appropriate_

pre ominantly Anp.lo-;axoit cultur

s of assImilation, whethegroto a

o one Ehab about ag a result '

-

of the- melting pot, remainquestioned. This was 'true in education

and in other fields as well. Glazer (1977) maintains that it was not

only the position of conservative, ethnocentricikmericans bit also the

ne taken by those.Americans most sympathetic to the new iMigrants.

Indeed,-it was Oven the position espoused by the immigrant, themselves.
I .

.As Stein and Hill (1977) point out, r[ie immigrants saw assimilation as .

the fulfillment of the AmOl-ican Dream that had brought them to the New

World.

The immigrants fervently believed that the harriers
between.themselves and the Americans would be over-
come and that dt ;onlyeonly a:matter of time, hard
work,,and monumental patience until one would no
longer be_seen7as foreign, strange, and as a
perpetual Outsider who remained a threat.- The
AmeriCan Dream and Melting Pot promised that we
and they would together fuse into Americans. It
was:on'thls promise that the immigrants wagered
their futures and those of their future children.
The pressures for conformity e. provided far
.16Ws motivation or impetus for Amercanization,
than the °American Dream, whichA4as based on hope. 33

.The success of assimilation as an educational policy also re-

mained,unquestiontd for many years: Historia a like Lawrence Cremin
, 7

.(1977) state that the schools, by preparing immigrant children for

_their adult.rele as workers, did indeed helpI
them to fulfill the

'

AMerican Dream. In addition to teaching them to read and write English

and to -do simple arithmetiC, the schools also exposed studenta_to the

norms of the workplace punctuality t, competitiveness$ adherence ,to



cooperation with people other than kinfolk, achievement, fair

play, merit, and respect for authority (Cremin, 1977). A5 a result of

these efforts on the part of public education, many second-generation

immigrant young people enjoyed the same opportunities as theirAnglo-Saxon

counterparts. Particularly if they were willing to put aside, all vestiges

e' European roots, they found that they too had accesS to America's

materigl benefits (Lazerson,,19,78; Newmann, 1973).

During the past decade, however, revisionist historians like Michael

Katz or Clarence Karier,have presented a different viewpoint:, They

claim that rather than helping immigrants fulfill the-American Dream,

schools actually served-to keep the new groups on the lower rungs of fhe

American social and economic ladder. Katz (1977) points out that the
0

public school was designed to provide social control and to prevent

unlimi ed upward mobility. He offers evidence that the.schools prg-

erved the existing distribution of power and'resources and Remitted

just.enough'social, ability to bt.?rser the economy and, satisfy minimal
6

social demands. Karier (178) points out that "the AmericanieatiOd

programs-,Which appeared in the public schools were linked with.vocation-

education which tracked the J.:: igrant youngster into relatively low-

skilled o pations" (p. 110). A study conducted by David Cohen when

he was co-director of the Harvard Center for Educational Policy Studies,

offers -confirmation of-this position. 'Cohen (1970)'states that Large

numbers of immigrant pupils arrived- in urban schools at about the same
-

time that IQ andachievemerktAesting, vocational education, and the move-
.

ment to diversify instruction and curriculum,began to emerge. He found'

t



"more than a little evidence that these practices were employed if

not conceived --'as a way of providing the limited education school

---dien-often.thOught suitable for children from the lower reaches of the

social -ciider" °(p 25). Cohen's study showed that children of central

and Southern Europe-an immigrants, in particular, had difficulty in

school. They were more likely to be classed ns retarded than were

their- nativeborn white classmates; they also socred lower On measures
0

Of academic performance-and were more likely to dr6p out of school,

to the historical dialogue op assimilation,' the viewpoint nf the

_ -

irevisioalsts has been called into question. In a recent book, Diane

Ravitch 6978) offersevidence that immigrants and their descendants

ere .able' to move up both socially and economically. One study which

she cites intiiCtei that by the mid-1960s white ethnic'minoiities on the

h :enjoyed the same occupational- opportunities as did whites of

Ve parentage. Another report' noted by Ravitch States ao--the

---tender severely disadvantaged white minoritygroups now have

d white-AngloSaxon-Protestant gronpsin terms of average income.

Id 1970 JeVis, Irish Catholics, German tholics, and Polish

=

holics -in that order, had the highest average incomes, in the U.S.

RaVitch, 1.978

Althuh -the debate over the effectiveness of assimilation

ant. groups-m y- continue,. there _is little disagreement about

c reties a for ,children of Other races. The sociologists and
=

nally Conceived the assimilation policies assumed



that blacks, Asian Americans, Hispanic Americans, andNative Americans

would remain separate entities in the American population (Joseph, 1978-

79). -But as Glazer711-aftd-athers_Aianks,_1977a; Lot:), 1973; Park, 1973;

Uno: 1973; Yee, 1973) point oat, this assumption.did not keep some racial .

minorities from seeking to be'come as much like the majority as possible.

The-above authorities have-cited- a number of cases of black or Asian

Americans becoming so Anglicized as to be-alienated from their own

families and Aphnic communities. To use.-Popular terms, they became

"oreos" or "bananas" -- black of yellow, respectively, - -'on the outside,
(

and white on the inside., Only their skin color-prevented complete

assimilation. But because of their skin color, they continued to suffer

the same discrimination in employment and housing as did their less

Anglicized peers. These critics suggest that the promises offered by

the assimilationist policies of the-public schools and other societal

institutions.remained'unfulfilled for-nonwhite citizens. Banks -(1977-

submits that it was these unfulfilled promises watch- we -re =a -major cause

of the civil rights movement of the mid.1950s-and 1960s.

Cultural Pluralism

`During the- period of the civil. rights movement, which many author-,

ities date from the 1954 Supreme Court decision on Brown v. Topeka,

laws were passed that formally mandated the end of racial discrimination

in the voting booth And in public facilities as well as in public schools.

With varying degrees -of .success, these laws were enforced, bringing about

some significant social changes: One of these changes w the growth of



racial and ethnic pride. With the development of pride in their o

race and culture, many minority persons. completely rejected assimilation

as an educational goal.- Instead, they called for.education based. on

the concept of cultural pluralism (Arciniega, 1975; Valverde, 1978).

Cultural pluralism is a ter- that has almost as long a history as

assimilation, although Its meaning has changed the years. Glazer

(1977) indicates that cultural pluralism has been defined from two

differentoperspectives. .0ne perspective argues that people in one

ethnic group are basically the same ap Teople in any -other eihnic,group,

although thei
-'1

specific customs may vary; tnerefore, no-one should-be

subjected to prejudice and discrimination. This kind' of cultUral plura-

lism is closer to the assimilation end of Glazer's continuum. (See

Figure 1.) The second viewpoint asserts that ethnic groups do differ

from one_ another and that-they'have aright_to be different; therebre,

group differences are not cause,for antagonism. -Caltural pluralism seen

from this second perspective.i_ closer to the separation end of the

continuum.
r

The concept.of cultural pluralism in education, originally intro-

duced by John Dewey, was derived from the filitt perspective.' It rep-

'resented an effort to reorient the assimilation ptocess so,that,the

immigrants' traditions would still be respected andthey wouldnot be

required to give up all aspeCts of their homeland culture in favor

the majority culture Mitts 1978) In a presentation to the National

EdutatiOn Association in 1916, Dewey is reported to have said that.anyone

4



who assumes that 'there is only one component- cultur- which all other

dulturea must conform is a "traitor to an American nationalism" (cited

in Kopan, 1974, p. 50).

One of the strongest advocates of the second type of cultural

pluralism was Horace Kellen, author of Cultural Pluralism and,the

American Idea (1924). Kallen maintained that the United States had

always been n pluralistic society. He reminded his readers that the

Pilgrims had fled Holland ..and come to America imarily because they

feared losing their ethnic and cultural identity if they remained in

the Netherlands. Kallen believed that those persons who had come

America 200 or more years later should have the same right to peserve

their identity., Although Kallendid not address the subject of racial

-minorities he didurge that white immigrants be allowed to develop,

their -cultures fully and thus courribute to the richness of the

society (Kogan, 1974).

The cultural pluralism concept as described by Kallen never drew

enough support to bring about actual changes in the public schools of

his time. _A form of-educatfOnA.I cultural-pluralismrboweven;_was_

implemented in the 1940s when.the-racist policies of Nazi Germany made

American educators aware,,Of the need to introduce,"tolerence" other

groups into the school curriculum Out of their awareness came the

"intercultural- education" movement-, which Glazer (1.977) te---a'"weak

form of cultural, pluralism," The-movement wag based on the assumption

that e-?.ryond should be tolerantz racial religious, and cultura

10



differences. It recognize that individuals should be free to practice

those aspects of their culture which did not conflict with democratic

principles. But the main emphasis of the movement, according to Glazer,

was on creating the kind of situationjn which differences among groups

wouldwould`be ignored and perhaps might eventually disappear.{ Thus, inter-

cultural education was notlar removed from the assimilation side of the

continuum.

After World War II, even this Weakehed form of cultural pluralism

faded away in most American schools. Instead, the emphasis was once

again on conformity. to a single pattern of American behavior, a

cuMstance Lazerson (19W maintains was due largely to the Cold War

atmosphere of the 19 0s. During this decade, howeer, the seeds for the

next emergence Of cultural;pluraliSm were sown, with the beginnings of

demands by blacks for -areal chance to beintagrated Into American society.

Initially he-demands Of blackAmericans were based onAhe cUltural,

pluralism perspective which argued against discrimination on the grounds

that all people are the same, regardless of race or,ethnic background.; .

The legislation deOeloped at=thia time as a result of the -a ands alsoe-,---

reflects the assimilation viewpoint. The language of the Brown decision

it 1954 and ven that of the Civil Rights 'Act of 1964 ealls.ppon public

instItutions and facilities to be "color-1711nd" in their dealings with

the public. But:the events of the later 60s .-- the marchds, the'deinon

strations, and other aspe'cts of the struggle to implement the Civil'

brought,about demands based on the other perspective of-Bights Ac

17



cultural pluralism, which stresses the tight of ethnic groups o'be

different and to preserve their differences without facing discrimina-
..

ion. Some di these new demands went even further' the'y approached the

separation end of Glazer's continuum.

Separation

Separation, like assimilation and cultural pluralism, also has

:toots that go back to the early part of this century. In the early

\

1920s,..for example,' Marcus Garvey called on blacks to separate and

form their own nation. In the later 1960s some the more militant'

black spokespersbils also called for complete political separation,

they were few in number and the response to their rhetoric was limited.'

A -number of alit ,leaders who abjured political separatidn, however,.

did advocate ans educational statue that was_ much closer to sepatation

than to assi itation. Thi-stance as predicated on-the idea that'

'clacks:, Mexican Americans; and Native Americans -- as opposed to white .

immigrants who cote to this .country volUntarily - are colonized

people. Colonized people-seek freedoi, not sothat they can become o e

like their colonizers,- but so that-they can develop in their own way;

_ -

therefore, the adVocatep o
. .-
this6separatist position called for,e vet

differenteducational,approach-7

ns -cultural pluralis

one based on what Glazer terms-"a

This form of cultural pluralism, according to Banks (-075) -empha-

sizes the minority culture almbst to the exclusion of that'of the

majority. Advocates of this app' ach-argue that learjng materiels

12



should be culture-specific And that the goal of the curriculum should be

to "help the child to function more successfully within his or her.own

ethnlo,clultdre and help. to liberate his'or her ethnic group from

si-on" (- nit , 1 7 ; -- p. 1 1)----=They-also assume-that-in-order-to learn

effectively and to develoP:_positive self-concepts, minority children

would need-teache

A number of educators and social scientists, although sensitive to

of their own race to -serve as role models.

the concerns expressed by minority groups, reject this third fo

cultural 'pluralism on the grounds' that it ignores how much cultural

assimilation has already taken place in AMerican society,(Banks, I977a;

Dunfee, 1979; NCSS, 1976). But they also reject the assimilationist

position that calls.for the sosializationOf a11- -children into a common
9

culture.bicause that position tends to equate the co ca;culture with

AngloAmerican-rulture and` to overlook-the-unique-cultural- charatteristics

other ethnic groups have contributed. In place of either of these two

extremes, these educators and social scientists tialle sought to,develop

other responses to the edutationalnonce- Minority-groups.

Recent Developments Related to Multicultural Education

Many' of the programs that grew Outof responses to minority -group

'concerns are still being used In schonls:across'the country (WaShbh-

They haVe affe6ted in various ways the concept.of multicultural eduCa-

tion and, therefore, will-be trieflY described below. The major forms of

these responses include: compensatory programs; the addition of minority-,

figures to the, egular course of study (e.g , including black, Hispanic,



and Native American historical figures in United States history courses

and minority studies (e.g , _black literature or Chicano history).

ComPensatoryiltograms

A major area of concern for many minority .Parents has been the

failure of their ehildren to do well academically -- dr as others

(Barnes, (974; Garcia, 1976) put it, the failure of the schools to

educate minority children. In response to this concern, a number o_

compensatory programs have been developed to help improve the academic

performance of minority youngsters, These programs are based` on the

that ny such children may have lower achievement rates

because they are educationally disadvantaged_ culturally depriVgd.

Title-1---olESEA (1965) defined such_ oungsters as "those children who

havd need far.spedIalaucational assistance, in ord that thei level

Of educational attainmgnt may-be raiffed -to that appropriate ior chi p

4reri'vof their-age. The term includes child -pen who -are handicapped, whose,

needs for special educational assistance result from poverty, neglect,

-delinquency, cultuxal'or linguistic isolation from the community.

at. large."

The effectiveness of compensatory-programs in-promoting academic
.

achievement is ahotly debated -topic. -On the one, band, 4-1977-78

congr on'ESEA accomvishmerits retorted that Title I pro-

gra- ve been "extremely'effeCtive in enhancing the achievement Of

participating students" <cited 1-079). -In adaitiod, a recent

the Office of the Comptroller, General of the United States



(1979) claims that research results show that children who participated

in early childhood compensatory programs "Were found to be held back

in grade 1.ssoften during their school'years and demonstrated superibr

social, emotional, cognitive and language development after. entering -

-

school compared to similar groups of control children" (Comptroller,

1979, p. 30).

On the other harfd, David and PplAvin (1973 ) report that their

review of the 'comPensatory-cAucation7literature, while showing consider=

able data substantiating shoat -term effectiveness, fo0nd little re-

search on sustained effectiveness. Larson and Dittman (1975) in a

'review of.literature_pertaining tb corensatory education for Adoles-

cetts, _so-repOrted a scarc*ty of research reports. The material hey

however indicated-that early,childhood and primary programs

not have a lasting impact, leading thertto call for compensatOry

progrAns Aroughout the school career pf disadvantaged students.

David and Pelavit (1977) attribute,some of-t14 didagreement on-
-

-the effectiileness7of compensatory:education to the cOnfuA-ion about what

is meant,by effectiveness. In their tudy of compensatory program

evaluations ti-tey found that ``the standards for - judging success varied,

Ath'some based on gradeeqUivalentand others based 6n percentile points.

The time period on which-the evaluation wat,based also varied with "fall-
,

-fall estimates-of achievement congistently'andnften substantially

- lowe than the fallto-spring estimates' (David & Pelavi, 1977, p. 47).

These sam .researchers found some programs did show a sustained Ampact;

'other programs howeVer, showed large mean .gains Over the school year

followed by large losses over the tumMer.



.

Some researchers takenhavem. a different approach afidlave xathed

the effects on minority children of labels "culturally deprived"
.e

educationally disadvantaged." Jones (1972) notes several studies

which showed that significant n bers of minority children perceived

the terms "-Culturally disadVantage-p"-- d-"culturally-depr-ived" as
al 1

negative descriptions. He also states that "acceptance,of such germs

as self-descriptive has been found to:be associated with lowered attt-

tudes toward school. Moreover, teachersuand counselors hold clear
a

stereotypes about characteristics and attitudes of children so labeled.

Unfottunately, most of- these characteristics and 'stereotypes are nega-

tive." (p. 29

"Educators concerned both with _the ffecttveness of compenkatory

programs and:- th the effects -of labeling Ehildren*as "Culturally

disadvanthged"-have looked for other 'ways to help minority' youngsters

achieve. Some such as Cardenda and'Fillmbre (1973) and alleseeros

(1973),'suggest that instead expecting minority children to do all

the changing in crd rnte fit Anglo-American cultural-patte

schools should explore ways of changing their programs and educational

apprbaches to accommodate cultural diversity. Many specific suggestions

change-offered by these educators have

/of multicultural °education.

Addition of Minorities

Another concern expressed by many' minority parents has been the

ectgd the conEeptualization

failure fthe school curri ilum and instructional materials to reflect



the presence of minority people in Ameridan society. Prior to-the past

,decade, the children pictured in most reading'books were usually white;

most,_if not all, figures portrayed in-history books were wh4e.

Dickeman (1973) maintains that students of other races interpreted

this to mean thSt.they could never conform to the American ideal and
1

_ =

therefore were not hn integral part of,Americannebtlary-
_.

According to Banks (1977b);./many:schools responded to pla concern

by simfly= depicting minorityligures'in the regular courses of study.

New readers were,purchasedthat pictured Children of all races Teachers

added minority heroes/heroines to the Anglo-American ones already being.

,studied; so the children learned-abdilt Ciispus Attacks in addition to

Thomas Sefferson and celebrated the birthday of, Martin Lut mr King,
0

6

well.as that of Abraham Lincolng Banks terms *this the "heroes an

bbliclays" approach,. one that he considers to be "clia ly. insufficient,

because children learn little 'about the experience of a total group of

hen-ibey--only __Study its Outstanding figures.

.

Furthermore, a
1

GaY (1972) points out, the persons to' d-be studiedare'often

they most closely-.fit white no

Drew might be studied, Ink Nat Turner and Malcolm X would bnly be noted.

chosen'-because

Thus Benjamin Banneker and Charles

in., passing, entioned at kli.. Gay maintains that Stich- omissions

:paint a distorted picture of a minority group as -a Whole

Minority Studies

SOme edutato sf recognizing the inadeqOacy o simply adding 'Wino:

figurtp,to exisfing_eurriculd, deveLpee unit courses exclusively

devbted*to the. study of d given--minority group, The.effectiveneas of these
.4.

y



courses, like the effectiveness of compensatory programi, depends on

-

how one defines the outcomes desired. A few studies have'eaSured_how

instructional at_ ials relevant to a minority group-affect- the self

concept of childre
- ,

-f that grourr(Graftt 1973; Roth, 1969; Wagener

-1976; Yawkey& Blackwell,.19744 Yee & Fruth, 1973).- In each case the

effects were positive. Some studiew(Grant, 1073; Yee & Fruth, 1973)

also showed an increase -,in_academIc achievement as a result of using

ethnically relevant materials.

Cuban.(14.73),Ameirer,.raises some- question about thpse-outcpMes._

He sUggests.thatceurses in minority studies have.less effect on chil.-

dren's. self =esteem than does the way in which their families teach theuf

to deal with societal - discrimination .nd prejudice. Cardenas and

4s,

reservations.' They pointiout that often

-such courses are-develop the narrow. point of -view of- the.minot-
_.,

iu,group with which the course is concerned; thus,Ansiedd of helping

Fillmore (1973) also expres

minority- thildren to see theniselves as part of the society -.as aWhole

such courses simOly-Sct,as ""another set of bliiders" blac 'or brown

pe hips; instehd of-whIte but-.blinders nonetheless.

Beth-Cuban and Ranks (1977b).-raise. questions about the emphas

cognitive learning characteristic of Many min

little, or no attention, they contend, is given 'to attitude or skill-:

dowYelopment. Furthermore," the acts that are presented often focus only

y studies courses.-

on exotic customs or other superficial aspects of the grOup. Thud,the

major activity: of a- unit on Native Americans migh.t be building.4,tepee;.
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or the study-of Mexican Americans ght center around fiesta -day with

the schOol cafeteria serving facos'instead of- ,hamburgers -- what

-.Banks calla the "tepees and chitlins', approgch. Such prattices serve

to ,reinforce existing stereotypes as well as thaldea that Nati 've

Americans orgexJ.can Americans.are not' an integral partIof the U.S.

(Cortes, 1976. KinCt.1977. NC,CSS-- 1976)..I 9 '

eA (1976) d others Carpenter E.,Torney,

A

point outAfficultis that may Arise with courses

with more at-4-the superficial aspeCts of minority

1974; NCSS 1976) also

*hich attempt to deal

life. 'These courses
. .

may diell on 'tie problems- that a particular mintirity-grdup experiences
-11 .

-A
(e.g., the larger number of 'Unemployed black youth) and overlook entirely.

. ,

theaspects of American societv which have, created the problems for that

group.. The courses may also -fail teach the positive contribUtions

that the- minority. group has made to the'society,' thus contributing to

Jurtherlmisunderstandin-

as a whole.

In spite of

have met some of

have.hpd anothpr

given impetus to

the early 1970s.

about the role of that minority in thenation

these potential'proble_ many-minority studies courses

the concerns expressed by-minor ty grnupi:. They also

important effect on. education-iftgene

a new educational .ideology that began-

al the °have,

to take shape in

--
This new ideology is more than simply a response to minority probleMs.;

It_ goes-- ftirther and 'attempts

as the responsibility of the

to deal with what some educato perceive

schools to prepare children for life in a.



cUlturally divers-

G

national an

society. It may also-be CVnside-red a r spore he o

tate .mandates for programs to help children function .as

citizens of such a society. One sudh mandate is the Ethnic Heritage

,

Studies F,r6grams Act, passed by'Congrese in 1972 whirh officially
------- 4

vw-recognizes that the United States is a "multie hnic society" and that
. /

.

a greater understariding by all citizens cif the contributions of the

various ethnic groups can contribute tQ "a more harmonious triotiC

and committed populace." The Act provides fnr the development and

aissemln -on of curriculum meter and-_ teacher ining programs ..in

.ethnic studies as ell-as for the pranotion of a variety ofethoOl'T

culturaractIvitfes.

The' early.1g7ds also iaw a.major ty of stag depattments of educa.

tion publishing goal docuMenta that i dludedstatements related to

education for a multiethnic and culturally diverse SocietyjRibble, 1973).

Examples of such statements Are given.in Figure 2.

-A-Werk na Definition _ulticultural Education

V
__sponse'to these recent nationa and,state mandates- educational'

organizat is and institutions developed approaches that attempt

reflect more accurately this country's ethnic diversity. The approaches

have been described with a variety of terms, including "multiethnic.
4

education," "eihniC studiea ' "education for cultural awareness.

multicultural education"

iterature

and

this last, the term most ofteh, used in the

20
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STATE EDUCATIONAL GOAL

.

GEORGIA

.

The individual . . possesses the social willingness
.

to live in a racially integrated.society; . . .

possesses an understanding and appreciation of racial,
religious and national groups and their contributions
to the history and development of our culture.

MASSACHUSETTS EduCation should provide each learner with knowledge
and experience which contribute to an understanding
of human similarities and differences and which advance
mutual respect for humanity and for the dignity of the
individual. Our society is a pluralistic one which
proclaims equality of opportunity and` unalienable. rights
for all. This opportunity and these rights cannot be
assured and preserved without mutual understanding
amcng individuals and mutual respect for differences.

OREGON In preparation for the role of citizen, each individual'
will learn-of the rights and responsibilities of citizens
of the community, state, and nation and learn to inter-
act with people of different cultures, races, generation's
and lifestyles;

KANSAS All schools (K-12) should provide instruction in values
and citizenship and in social relations which will
enable the learner to demonstrate attainment of the

_following outcomes'. .

3. a pride in the learner's own ethnic group,
nation, or culture;

4. an awareness of the interdependence and inter--
relationship among people, regions, and nations;

an awareness of the contributions of many -

different people-of the learner's way of lift.

NEVADA Full education should help every individual acquire under -.

standing and appreciation of persons belonging to sbcial
cultural, and ethnic groups` different from his own:

(The above goal statements are cited' in Ribble, 1973.)

-Figure 2. Examples of state goals related to multicultural education.
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After a survey of many sources, Research for Better Schools

elected to use the term "multicultural education" to describe that

area of citizen education concerned with preparing students for their

role as citizens in a culturally diverse society. This term was chosen

because it is the one most frequently used in current educational pub-.

lications and because it embraces all racial, ethnic, cultural, and

religious, groups that make up American society. The following working

definition of the term was devised: Multicultural education explores

the contribution of various, racialEI4LLLIEEL"111212Ei.EEmilea to life

in the United States_ in an effort to promote understanding among diver-

ou and to nstill 'the teco nition that cultural diversit is

os tiVe

intended as a working rather:Alan a final definition, it seeks to be

rorce n the develo!men or American societ Because it

inclusive rather than exclusive and flexible ra4licr than rigid. It

doeso howeve provide the context in which multicultural education is

viewed in this publication.

roache to Multicultural Education

As noted above, many different approaches to multicultural educa-
,

n have been devised. In some respects,-- they show great similarity;
444

for example, most approaches, if not all, seek to-- develop student under-

standing of the many ethnic groups that make up the nation.. In other

respects, however, they differ. One approach may focus on simply teach7

ihg about ethnic groups. Another may seek to influence the school

22



environment. These variations-, and the different terms used to describe

them, have caused confusion over what multicultural education might

mean in actual practice. To reduce that confusion, six major approaches

to multicultural education are described in the pages that follow. Four'

approaches represent the efforts of nongovernmental educational organiza-

wo were developed by state department's of education. An outline

format is used so that the approaches can be compared and contrasted more

eaqily, Each description includes the definitionof the term used to

describe that approach, the assumptions on which the approach is based,

the gOals or aims set forth and the, princiriles that underlie the approach.

In the following chapter guidelines are presented for implementing multi-

cultural education in the school. These guidelines have been synthe-

sized from a variety of sources, including those cited in the following

pages.

Approach Na_ onal- Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE)

The following description is taken from an article by R. L. James

in the January, 1978, issue of the Journal of Teacher Education explain-
.

ing the new NCATE standard on multicultural education.

Definition: Multicultural education is preparation for the
social, political, and economic realities that individuals
experience in culturally diverse and Complex human en-
counters. These realities haveboth national and inter-
national dimensions. This preparation provides a process'
by which an individual develops competencies for per-
ceiving, believing, evaluating, and behaving in differen-
tial cultural settings. Thus, multicultural education
is viewed as an intervention and an ongoing assessment
process to help ingtieutions,,and individuals become
*ire responsive to the human condition,, individual'
cultural integrity, and cultural pluralism in society. ,

(James, 1978, p. 13)



Assumptions: 1. Education, as it applies to formal learning
experiences provided in schools, doesnot adequately
prepare individuals to function effectively in a cul-

turally diverse society.

2. Society,in the United States is plural
istic in character, and this pluralism will become,
an increasingly important factor in the future develop-
ment of the nation.

3. ,:Educatirs and educational institutions
play.an important rote in shaping social behavior and
must-assume a principal responsibility for leadership
in the development of a. multicultural society.

4. The monitoring and assessment of the.
educational enterprisp is not complete unless edu-
cators and educational institutions are evaluated
with respect to providing educational experiences
consistent with the concept of multicultural edu-
cation.

5. Teacher education programs can provide
competencies and skills for enabling teachers to
use qualities of the latent curriculum in the
teaching-learning process. (pp. 13, 16)

Goal: To produce multicultural individuals -- persons who have

1

:eveloped competencies for-perceiving, believing, evaluating, and

blehaV ng in different cultural settings.

Principles: 1.

tional experience.

Multicultural education involves _the total edu-

It focuses on individual as well as group welfire

d brings together cultural and psychological differences to enhance

etch student's_, learning environment.

1

wilth the\ broad _the range of cultural diversity that exists the United

Sttes.

3. It requires that schools acquaint their students

24



.4. It requires that the schools provide learn-

ink; experiences designed t Wents the analytical skills

, necessary to cnmpete for the statuses of their choice.

5. It presumes an awareness of teaching as a

cross-cultural encounter.

6. Multicultural education has an international

dimension; it must strive to impart an international multicultural

perspective.

Appr ach 2: National Council for the Social Studies 'SS)

The following description is taken from Curriculum Guidelines

Multiethnic Education, a position statement released by the NCSS in 1976.

Definition: The Guidelines do not offer a definition in so many

words of "multiethnic education "; judging from the way the term is

used in the text, however, it saems to refer to instruction related

to ethnicity, or studies related to American ethnic groups. The term

"ethnic group" defined as

a specific kind of cultural group which has all of the
following characteristics:

a. Its origins preceded the creation of a nation
state or were external to the.nation state; e.g.,
immigrant groups or Native Americans. In the case
of the United States, ethnic groups have distinct
pre-United States or extro-United States terri-
torial bases; e'.g immigrant groups or Native
Americans.

b. It is an involuntary group', although Andividual
identification with the group may be optional.

c. It'has an ancestral tradition and its members
share a sense of peoplehood and an interdependence.
of fate.

0
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d. It has some distinguishing value orientations,
behavioral patterns, and interests (often political
and economic).

e. The group's-existence has an influence, in
many cases substantial, on the lives Of its members.

f. Membership in the group is influenced both By
how members define themselves and by how they are,

defined by qathers. ;--(p0. 9-16)

Assumptions. The Guidelines . . are predicated on a
democratic ideology in which ethnic diversity is
viewed as a positive, integral ingredient. A

democratic society protects and provides oppor-
tunities for ethnic pluralism. Ethnic pluralism
is based on the following four premises:

1.. Ethnit diversity should-11d recognized and
respetted at individual group, and societal

levelS.

2. Ethnic, diversity provides a basis for
societal levels.

3. Equality of opportunity should be afforded to
members of all ethnic groups.,

4. Ethnic identification should !Jt- optional for

individuals. (p. 9)

Coal(s): To help students develop "ethnic literacy, a
solidly based understanding of ethnicity.and ethnic
groups" (p.- 8).

Prinycipl s: 1. Effective ethnic studies-instruction can
best take place,within a school itmoSphere which has
institutional norms thdt recognize and are sensitive
to ethnic divethity. Consequently, the Guidelines.
must deal with reform of the total school environ-
ment. Reforming the course of study Is necessary'
but,clearly insufficient.

2. ,The Guidelines should focus on.ethnifp
pluralism and not on cultural pluralism. Cultural
pluralism suggests a type of education which deals
with the cultural contributions of all groups with-.

in,a society. 'Consequently, that concept is far too
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broad and inclusive to set forth' effectively the-
boundaries of an area encompassing both the contri-
butions of ethnic groups and the problems result-
ing from ethnic diScrimination in American society.

3. Educators in each subject area in the
school have a responsibility for incorporating
studies related to American ethnic groups into
their units and lessons. Teachers of areas such
as music, art, language arts, mathematics, science,
homeeconomics-, wad physical education, as well
as the social studies; share this responsibility.

4. Teachers at all grade level- from pre-
school to 12th grade and beyond, should modify their
curricula and teaching strategies's() that thesere-
flect the - ethnic diversity in American life and
culture.

Ethnic studies are neaed by all students
regardless of their ethnic, social class, or racial
background. (p. fi)

Approach3: Social Science_ Education Consortium, (SSEC)

The following description is drawn from the bociklet Understanding

You and Them: Tips for Teaching About. Ethnicity, by Carlos Cortes, which

was an outgrowth of the ,SSEC Ethnic Heritage Studies Curriculum. Materials

Fro ect (1976).

Definition: Ethnic studies is the term used for this approach,

is defined as "an intellectually valiC socially responsible, and edu-

cationally effective approach to teaching about ethnic groups" (pi 1).

The following general areas are essential components:

The root cultures from which U.S. ethnic groups have developed.

The U.S. experience of ethnic groups.

The changing culture of'ethnic,grou0s.

Relations of ethn1c groups with the rest of society.
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Current situation of ethnic groups.

6. Future of ethnic groups.

Assumetiong: 1. Schools do not monopolize education; the "societal

curriculum" (family, friends, neighbors, mass Adia,'etc.) has -a power-

ful influence. Part of the societal curriculum teachAs about ethnicity.

2. All people thus have some knowIedge.about'different

ethnic groups. When this knowledge results in antipathy tOward o:negative

beliefs about an entire group, it is prejudice.

Schools may reinforce the societal curriculum

andothus help to perpetuate prejudice; they may choose to avoid teaching

about ethnicity; or they may commit themselves to ethnic education.

Goals: 1. 70 help students develop their basic skills.

2. To help students develop better understanding of
their own baikgrounds and of other groups that compose
our society.

3. To help students develop a commitment to building a--
better nation and a better world for all.

4. To help students develop the skills to build that better
society.for all. (p. 4)

Principles: 1. The process of developing multiethnic education

involves three major components:

all aspec

the fo

the creation of multiethnic teaching-concepts;

the development of multiethnic teaching strategies;

the incorporation of multiethnic concepts and strategies into

the K-12 curriculum.-

2: Multiethnic curricula should be developed around

1-ig organizing concepts:

28:



The United States as abroad geocultural entity that developed

through the continuous, multidirectional flow and interplay of culture

(2) Multiethnic perspectives on U.S. society;

(3) Comparative experiences of ethnic groups;

(4) Society at large, not ethnic groups, as "the problem";

(5) The activities of ethnic groups -- what they have done, not

ust what hes'beenrdone o them;

(6) The diVersity of members of ethnic group, not just ethnic

heroes and "success stories ";

(7) The experience -of ethnic people, not just symbols of ethnic

-grdupt'

(8) The interrelationship of ethnic groupS with the rest U.S.

society as well as experience within ethnic cultures.

ch 4: Association envision and Curriculum Deve o tmt (ASCD)

This. description was takenJro_ "Encouraging Multicultural Education,"

the position statement issued by the ASCD Multicultural Education Com

mission (Grant, 19.77).

Definition: "Multicultural education, as interpreted by ASCD,
is a humanistic concept,based on the strength of diversity,
human rights, social_ justice, and alternative life choices
for all people" (p. 3).

Assumptions; 1. The United States is a culturally pluralistic

society. life in suche society requires fundamental 'changes in educational

philosophies-, processes and practices changes that may be considered

as basic needs for human renewal;
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cultures ex

Human renewal must emphasize that many differe

in the United States and must recognize the validity and

viability of cultural diversity.

3. The cultural context must be taken into considera-

tion as educational experiences that will maximize human potential are

designed for individual students.

Goals:: "The essential goals of multicultural education embrace:
(a) recognizing and prizing diversity; (b) deveiciping
greater understanding of other cultural patterns;
(c) respecting individuals of all cultures; and (d) devel-
oping positive and'productive interaction among people
and-among experiences of diverse cultural groups" (p. 3).

Principles: 1. Multicultural education seeks to encourage and
;

enable the individual to develop social skills needed to move among

and cooperate with'groups other than his/her own.

2. Multicultural education is a continuous, system-
\

atic process that will broaden and diversify. as it develops.

3. Multicultural education goes beyond an understand-

ing and acceptance of different' cultures;, it recognizes the right of

'different cultures to exist and acknowledges their contributions. to

society.

4. Multicultural education evolves from fundamental

understandings of the in eactions of diverse culturep within the culture

of the UnitectSta es.



oach 5: California State Department of Education

The description below is drawn from Guide for Multicultural
_ Educs-.

tiont Content_and.Context, produced by the Office of -Intergroup Relations

of the California State Department of Education ih 1977.

De ion: Multicultural education is an interdisciplinary
prrocess designed to ensure the developMent of cultural
awareness, recognition of human dignity, and.respect'
for each person's origins, and rights. The process is
meant to"promote understanding and acceptance of differ-
ences as, well as similarities between and among groups
(p. 2).

Assumptions: Societal conditions and trends require that
poitc.schooiscicstionsdoptalsgosis-of,srhn and
cultdtal pluralism.

The ,"melting po_ concept, wherein the objective
was the assimilation and the effacement of cultural di-
versity, no longer governs.

Elimination of "ethnic illiteracy" is vital
to the promotion of democratic ideals.

The school is the critical public agency in
the process of educating for a diverse society; the
challenge and responsibility of achieving quality in
that process are not being met.

The school must become the partner of the
community; within the community are elements that
are essential to multicultural education. (pp. 2-3)

Goals: Goals for Every School

Self - concept and attitudes toward school and learning
will be equally positive in students of all racial, ethnic,
and cultural groups and of both sexes

Multiethnic, multicultural activities will be
developed in which curriculum materials, teacher atti-_
tudes, and teaching proCedures provide each child with'
an opportunity to understarui and to develop pride An
his or her own identity and heritage and to understand,
respect, and accept the identity and heritage of other
groups in the classroom and in'society,



Educators'of,diverse racial, ethnic, and cultural

-groups and of both sexes will be integrated throughout the

staff of the school so that the oppOrtunity structure
open to all equally. This implies that educators from
all groups will be retruited and come to hold statuses
and play roles at all levels. (p. 2)

Goals for Racially and Ethnically Diverse Schools,

Students of both sexes andof all racial, ethniq,
iand cultural groups will be integrated into the social

system of the school so that students of all. groups hold

comparable statuses and play comparable roles. This

means 'that children:of all groups will came to perceive

each other'as peers and friends and that theA4istribu
tion of valued statuses and roles in the school will'be'
similar for all groups.

FALhers and mothers of'children of all racial,

ethni nd cultural groups will be integrated into the
life..of the school so thatthey hold comparable statuses-
and play comparable roles in schoolrelated organizations,
and activities. (p. 2)

Principles_: 1. MultiCultural education-must deal honestly with

differences,as-well as similarities; it must be based on reality, not.on

stereotypes of root cultures or ethnic characteristlCs.

2. Multicultural.education includes cultural plural,-

ism, ethnic and intercultural studies, intergroup And human relations,,

.bilingual and crosscultural education, and community involvement.

3. Multicultural education requires.preservice and

inservice training to enable teachers, -counselors, and administrators

to relate:iffectively to students with diverse learning styles and to

meet the educational needs of all children.
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1:11112A2hL71,1ew York State ucation Departmen

The description below is drawn from New YOrk State Education De-art-

ment Materials=_ Pro a Services for Multicultural education, produced

by the Division of Intercultural Relations in Education of. the University

of the State of-New,York.,in 1977.

-(Multicultural education) is an education whereby
,children and youth are motivated to acquire knowledge,
understanding,;and sensitivity regarding the,various,
ethnic, and racial-groups which_ comprise our society
(p. 2).

Assumztipns: The. United States a pluralistic society, with

very real and important ethnic, racia

various iroups.

and cultural differences among

Ethnicity.is not a deviation from the norm, but

rather a-c_ p nent part of the mainstream of American society.

Schools can reduce and ultimately eliminate pre:

judice and stereotyped thinking by desigtiiing and implementing programs

that recognize and.value.humandiv_-sity.

Goal: To develop'a general understanding and acceptance that ethnic,

cultural and racial diversity.are both inevitable and desirable.

Principles: i, Multicultural education requires'. membersMulticultural

who have developed competencies in this area, and who by:what they both

say and do teach young people the humanistic values needed:in a multi-

cultural society.

2. Multicultural education teaches students to accept

and respect both individuals and the cultural --'ethnic groups to which

those persons belong,



3. Nulticultural education calls for

bat will e nable stu

cultural differences, to see

develop more positive att

of programs
.

6cles about

diff rences sources of richness

and value fad mt than as hinga Lo he feared.
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II. 'ITUIDELINE4 FOR MULTICULTUiAL EDUCATION-IN-THE SCHOOL

MO 'of the approaches desdribed in the preceding chapter also Offei

guidelines Co practitioners for incorporating them into-the overall school

_program. These guidelines and others drawn froW.d ffere- sources-are

.synthesized in this chapter. The reader should note that the guidelines

auggegt but.do not_ mandate, the directions which .tulticultural education

,might take. These directiOns must be determined by-the local school.

= Studies conducted..', the Rand Corporation -(McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978) Show

that the success of an educational intervention,in a school depends

largely on its being developedgby the school's teachers and'administrative

staff in:response to the7needs of the particular school and its community.

So the guidelines for multicultural education offered bel w are.Meant to

be adapted as necessary, rather than adopted, as they. stand.

It 'should also be peinted out -.that the following uidelines include

consideration of other major aspects ofschekaing'iniedditiOn to the

curriculum.--Thia. is done because, aara number Of afthorities (Banks
=

1977b; James, '1978; NCSS, 1976J Poster, 1979) hav ' noted,...- multicultural

education is a responsibility that must be shared by all elements of ,the

total
.

educational environment. The elements include not only all subject

/

areas in the formal curriculum," but also suchifactorias school policies

,and governance, staff attitudes and praCtices, assessment procedures,

and school/community relationships. This h incIudes-suggestions

related to school policies -and procedures.', curriculum, school staff and

school/community relations, asAgell as program goals end' bjectives.'



One further note of explanation: many of the guidelines fnunctin

the following pages assume that the student population of the school

gill. be multiethnic. For many schools; this may be the, case.. This

should nit be construed, however, t- mean that schools with student

populations representing only one ethnic group do not need a multi-

. cultural approach. On the cont ary,:as Corte (1976) and Banks (1975)
0

. state, multicultural education is -f value to all' students, regardless

of race, socioeconomic status' or geographic. location.

School Policies and Procedures

advocate multicultimal education generally.agree that the

total school environment must be supportive of the underlying principles

of this approach (ASCD, 1977 Banks, 1977b; California State Department.

Of Education, 1977; James 1978; NCSS, 1976). The atmosphere of the

-school should promote respect for each person's-origins and rights as

well asAnderstanding of-the similarities and differences among various-

ethnic groups (Deslonde, 1977).

The following guidelines suggest in which a supportive environ-,

ment.may be developed.

1. The school administration should issue a strong policy state-
.

ment supporting' ulticultural education. Banks (1977b) suggescs that a

atement such:as "No One Model American: A Statement on Muiticulturaf

Education, issued by the American'Assotiation of Colleges for Teacher,:

Education (AACTE, 1973), might- be used as a model. :Ile also recommends
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that, the statement should make it clear that the schobl norms do not permit

discriminatory or,prejudicial practiCes.

2.- The- schadl should, inasmuch as possible, seek to accommodate

the values,.-behavioralpatterns, and learning styles of the ethnic groups

Kepresented in the school(ASCD, 1977;. California State Department of--

Educations, 1977). Deslonde (1977) suggests that a relaxed and receptive

atmosphere calls for a minlmum,of rules and punitive sanctions. The

NCSS Guideline= (1976) call.for regulations that recognize group dif-

ferences, such as a rule against scheduling tests on Jewish holidays

Or a regulation calling for cafeteria menus which acknowledge Muslim

,

dietary restrictions.

The school should-protect culturally or linguistically differ-

ent students -p ocedures and practices that automatically place_them
.

in the lower academic' tracks for the sole reason that their unfamiliarity

with English causes them to score .low on standardized reading and achieve-

meet tests (NCSS, 1976). In addition, care should be taken Luse court-,

soling techniques and testing instruments which are not based on `a

stereotypic viewcof minority persons and their place in society (Cali-
,

fornia 'State Department of Education, 1977; NCSS, 1976).

4. The. informal andextracutricul$r programs of the school should

he has on a multicultural approach (California State Department of

Education, 1977; NCSS, 1976). The decorations in the halls or the lObby,-'

as well as the assembly programs and,the _Cafeteria menus, should reflect'

the culture of various ethnic groups; Assembly speakers and resource
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persons brought:into the school shOUld be drawn from various ethnic

groups. The important holidays of the major 'ethnic groups in the school

should be observed; traditional holidays, such as ThankSgiVing-br Eater

.d Passover, should reflect multiethnic modes of celebration. Cate

should also be.tsken.,to pee that. students of diverse ethnic backgrounds-

participate in extracurricular activities -- such as cheerleading,

athletic activities, honor societies, and school clubs.

5. The school library should be stocked with a variety of re-

source materials on the history, art, music, literature and other cul-

tural aspects of different ethnic groups (California State Department

of Education;.1977; NCSS-, 1976).

6.: The procedures used to assess the students' achievement and,

intelligence should reflect their ethnic 'cuatures (NCSS, 1976). This
P

includes standardized tests As well as meas3res constructed by the

teacher. Some educators maintain that standardized achievement testa

are biased'against minority students (Cross, Long, & Ziajka, 1978;

Hilliard, 1977). Although his-6 viewpoint is different, Lennon (1978)

has summarized this position.very well:

Typical test content is perceived as excessively
reflective of white middle- or upper-class values,
typically developed:,by authors -who have little or no
understanding of the - differences in experience between
middleclass groups and those from other groups of
society. Such:content is violative of the assump-
tion . that all'examinees will have had reasonably
Similar experience-and background before. coming to the
hest Thus,- the systematic differences regularly
found in group performance. cannot be accepted as evi-
dence of true differences . . but ratherMuSt be



considered as consequent upon differing experiential
backgrounds. Exception-is also taken to the exclu-
.

sion or under - representation of minority groups in
the norming samples for the tests, leading to the
assertion that it is not possible to evaluate the :

performance of an individual:by relating it to the
performance of a norms group appreciably different
in-important characteristics. As a result of the
unfairness of,thetest, the-abilities of the disad
Vantaged examinees are underestimated, with-result-r..
ing harm to the educational and other opportunities
available to them. (p. 5)

Thus, the school should be- concerned about the cultural fairness

the=., tests which are.0 ed locally, whether minority groups are ade-

quately represented in the norms for such tests, and whether results

from'the tests are used unfairly to discriminate against' minority groups.

It should be remembered that simply because a test provides results

which indicate one racial/ethnic group has scores those of another,

does not necessarily mein that the test itself.is biased. Rather,

may be an indication of the monoculture' bias pervading the school

As Lennon discusses later -in his article, the values that a school tries

to cultivate are ali.fays culturally saturated. If oneoneewants to assess

how well a pupil will lgarn material taught in the school, then it
-Re

sensible to construct the tests so they emphasize such material., even

though it nay be culturally influenced. if the cultural influence is

that of the dominant culture, persons from other cultures 'may have

lower adores on such measures. They. may also have more trouble handling

the material that is taught and acquiring the competencies desired by,

the-school. Tests. that provide this kind of information can be valuable

in-a multicultural approach, if the results are interpreted in such a



way that minority children are not the only factors,in the teaching/

learning sitdUtion that are expected to change.

School Curriculum

Some educitors.essume that special units or courses about minority

,groups in the social studies or language arts program are all that'is

needed to produce a multicultural- curriculum (James, 1978). Mat ad-
.

vocates of multicultural education,:ho:--V -, believe that:much more .

than curriculum alteration is necessary. They regard multicultural

education as an ongoing proOess that seeks to produce "culturally

literate" citizens (Banks, 1077b BoariT:pf Education, of the Borough

-York, 1977; Cross, Happel, Dositon & 19774\Grant, 1977; Jamia,

1978). This means, according to Cortes (1970, citizens who have the

"multiculturalcompetencie (knowledge, skills, and\attitudes) for

living with effectivenese sensitivity, self7fulfillMedt, and unde

ing in a culturallyplUralistic nation and increasingly independent.

world" (p. 20). 'Cortes lists the following examples of, the kind ,c

competencies that would characterize the culturally literate person:
o

good self-concept and self-understanding;.
sensitivity to And understanding of others, including those
of various ethnic and cultural-groups and nations;
the ability to perceive andvunderstand multiple, sometimes
Conflicting,:ethnic,, cultural, and.nationAl interpretations of
and perspectives on events,'valuee, and behavior;
the ability to'analyte and synthesize multicultural data;
the Ability to make decisions and take-effective action based
on such analysis and synthesis;
open minds when addressing issues;
an understanding of the process of stereotypiqg and a low
degree of stereotypical thinking;
pride in elf and respect for all.-(p. 20)
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dompetencies such as these would become the basis for building curriculum,

selecting instructional materials., and planning evaluation activities

for a multicultural approach..

Cortes (1977). also suggests that just as reading and writing must be

part of each come, subject area, and grade level if the school is to pro-

duce students who are language literate, so must multicultural education

be part of. the total curriculum for all children. in all grades in order

produce culturally literate citizens. He calls for the development

well-conceived K-I2 curricula that will provide for the continuous..

and coordinated creation and reinforcement 'of multicultural knowledge,

skills, and attitudes.

The following guidelines suggest some directions for such a durri-

tulum.

The curriculum should be organized around universal human con-

cepts that may be generalized to'explainhuman behavior in all cultures

(ASCD, 19771- Banks, 1973). Banks (1973) offers example of one such

concept and its related generalization:

A curriculum committee might select migration- migration
As an organizing or key concept and choose this state-
ment as the related universal generalization:_

In all cultures individuals and groups have moved
to different regions and within various regions
in order to seek better=economic, political,
and social opportunities. Mcvement-of individ-,
uals and groups his been both voluntary and
forced. (p. 148)

After,such universal generalizations have been developed_ lower-level

generalizations may be identified for each major ethnic group..
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will serve as. the basis for the units and lessons designed to teach

0

each key concept.

2. The curriculum should 'promote the basic values that a

pressed in our major hist° Ical documents: e.g., jbstice, equality,

freedom, and due-process of law OCSS, 1976). It should also give major

emphasis to the core values gf major ethnic groups; e.g. the Native

American views .of the universe as a whole, with every object in it

having'a sacred life (Banks 1975/76). Some of these values, Banks

points out, may conflict with Anglo-American values. Care should be

taken to present core values in such d way as to enhance intergroup

understanding and avoid further polarization between ethnic groups

(Banki, 1976).

3. The'curriculum as a whole. shduld reflect a multicultural per-

spective rather than one that is primarily Anglocent ic. In such an

approach; according to Banks (1976), the Anglo- American point of view

would be n of several equally valid perspectives from which a giVen

social :brical event would be studied. thus a social studies

class studying the colonial period of United-States history rnight.examine

events from the viewpoint of French, German, and Spanish colonists as

weiXaslrom the. English colonists'-perspective; the point of view of

Native Americans and'Biack Americans, both slave and free, would alsd be
Off

included in a multicultural educational program (Banks, 1977a; Cortes,

1976; NCSS, 1976).

4. The curriculum_ should include study of groups representing

each of the major ethnic'categories Asian Americans, Black Americans,
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European Americans, Latin Americans and Native. Americans -- in our

society, whether or not all of.those categories are= represented in the

school's pdpulation (Banks, 1973; Gaya 1975a; NCSS, 1976). The selection

of which ethnic groups to study may vary with the'location. Novak (1978)

(Wallace, 1978) urkee including those groups represerited in the school

population, He illustrates his position by explaining his own feelings

about his children studying Mexican'Ameritans and Japanese Americans

but never studying Slovak Amerieans. Badks.(1979) warns against trying

to include too many ethnic groups iu the curriculum, citing a source

that lists 39 different American ethniegroups. Heoffers the following

criteria that might be helpful in determining which groups

1. Groups that can validly document that'they hare
been excluded from or digtorted in the regular
.school or college curriculums.

Groups thar'have,been and are victimized by
institutionalized racism, prejudice, and discr
urination.

Groups that have made significant, ut unrecog-
nized contributions to the universal American
culture.

Groups that perceive themselves andare perteived
by others as members of distinct ethnic groups.

Groups rhat have unique perspectives and
characteristics and asenserif'peopiehood.

to include:

6. Ethnic groups that haver-unique .perspectives and --
World views; different perspectives on events -and
situations thatWill add fresh perspectives on our
nation's history and cultgte. (pp. 9-10)

Banks (1975) further suggests that separate courses about parti-

cular ethnic groups mdy be of\especial valui to children from that group;
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minority children may need the opport y to study their own culture

because often all they know about it are the.stere-types perpetuated

by the media._ He points out, however, that 'leper:a courses, such as

a black history course designed priinarily for black students, are in-

sufficient for a multicultural. education r;rogram, and he stresses the

,need for children of all ethnic groups to study about other groups in

order to understand themselves And the world in which they live.

Cortes (1976) and others (California State Department .of Educe

1977; NCSS, 1976)` agree that courses about-individual ethnic groups

may be useful but they too caution against letting the instructional,'

;program become.simply a group -by -group parade of Courses. Instead, they

1.aintain, it should be cross-cultural; that is, it should present the

common experiences shared by various ethnic groups. rather than treating

each group separately. In addition, the curriculum ,should treat each

ethnic group'as a full member of American society, stressing the group's

contributions to society as well as the.problems it has experienced.

/
The NCSS Guidelines add another cautionary note: although each ethnic

group hai:pirtain eighificant cultural traits, all members of that group

do not conform to a single cultural norm or mode of behavior. The cu i-

culum,-therefore, should promote awareness of individual differences

within an ethnic group as well. as differences aging various groups.

5. The curriculum should foster recognition pf languages other

than English as legitimate forms communication. This requires that

standard English be taught as a second or alternative.langtage rether ,



than as a replacement for a child's home language or dialect ,(Banks,

1977b King, 1977; NCSS, 1976). Thus Puerto Rican children, for ex-
.

ample, would be taught English as the language they need 'fO school.

and other places in thi6 society without, being made to feel that it

wrong to spealt'Sp.nish or that.Spanish is an inferior language. King

(1977) also, suggests if there are children in the :la

guage,isnot English, that the teacher learn and use

whose home len-

smile phrases or

sayings of that language in the 'cla -roOm. If all children in the class

come from English-speaking homes, King proposes that the teacher choose

another language and use words or phrases from it In the classroom, so

that children became aware of valid communication systems other than

standard English..

Some advocates of multicultural education (ASCD 1977; Banks, 1977b1

Ploster, 1979) suggest that all children should learn a second, language.

Nor 'only would

Mate means nf communication, Banks maintains, but they also would learn

that,lan ages reflect the values and culture oEs people and that lan-

guages have an influence on one another. Other authorities', howeve-

they view the languages of other ethnic groups as legiti-

question whet encouraging bilingualism would be accepted in many parts

of the . untry Some see such

cbmmitment to a common culture

1974). Krug (1979)' pints out

a program as threatening the American

and common politidal values (Rosenfeld,

that the objective of making American

children bilingual will be regarded legitimate. only by those

who view the United .State as a multicultural society. He warns that



'persons who consider this country to haVe a predominantly Anglo:-American

culture are not apt to welcome the schools' teaching a second language.

SchooljCoi unity Relations

Traditionally, the main contact WetWeen schools and their communi-

ties has been through the parents of students. As grant (1978) points

out, this contact has been characterized in three ways. First families

receive information from the school through report cards, parent con-

ferences, announcements, and other bulletins. Second, lie---faMilies.

attend School social functions such as graduation, open house and

sports, events. And third parents may become members of, the PTA or.a

fund - raising group.

These contact,pointe do not permit patents and other members of.

the community to share in planning or school decisiOn making. Further-
.

More, minority parents r parents who are poor may lee! that school

peraonnel look -down on,them and that dathers and administrato do not

_welcome-3.heir-suggestions.

Advocates of multicultural education, however,-view the community

as having animpo pant role in the overall educational process. The

following guidelines for praCti _oners 'suggest ways in which th role

might be enhanced in a school's multicultural approacii;.

1. The school should seek advice from members Of all ethnic g7 ups

in the community about such, matters as the selection 4 instructional

materials, staf\fing palicieg curriculum development
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school programs (CalifOrni .State Department of Educati ni1977). This

source also suggest that the membership and leadership of School-releted

A, _

agencies and, groups should represent major, ethnic groups in the community.'

.

In this regard, Wilson-(1978) cautions against the "puta-parent-on-_.
4

the - committee" approach to community involvement, pointing out that

language and socialization differences may make it difficult for some

p4rents or other community members to function' successfully. In order

to have true community inVolVement, it may be necessary to change the

tone and the format of meetings.. The trappings of parliamentary pro-1;

cedure, for.example, may need to be replaced by a more 'down -to -earth

approach. lson"describeaseveral school pro cts that e able to

involve the counity with varying degrees of 4uccess. Valverde (1978),

in reporting an Urban Education Studies (UES)- urvey of schoolrspensored

Programs to promote intercultural understanding, states that those pro-

grams identified as having great promise were those which regularly pro-

moted the involvementsd parents, students, and the community. He offeks

an example the Nathan Hale Community School in Toledo, Ohio.'. This

founded,,designed, andqbuilt by community people who knew what they

wanted in the way'of urban education and were willing to work with city

and school officials to get it.

2. In addition to involving the community in its planning and
%I

iaion making, the school should also make maximum Juse. -of community.

resources. This wouldinvollie taking the etudenteout into the community

visit ethnic muse community centers, and other sources
1
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nforMation about ethnic;, groups, as well ,inviting community Members

representing different ethnic grOupsto visit the classroom. Carpenter

and Torney (1974) point out that this may be easier to _ in urban

ehools, but ti:ey urge teachers in suburban or rural Settings to provide

multicultural experiences. If directeontact cannot be arranged, they

suggest suehAeaehing strategies as role play and simulation in addition

to the exchange of_letters, games, or record6d,muSie with children

fromothereamicgroups.Somespecificquggestiens for,:using community

resources include:

Recording interviews -ith people of various ethnic groups rela
.

4,
tive-to their experiences in the neighborhood over the years (Williams,

1974).

Holding an annual iv e -ational dinner a ich ethnic groups in

th'e 'communixy would not only b ing ethnic dishes but would also stage

a presentation of their. major works in'art, dance, drama, literature,

Music,
_

or science (Howard, 1978; Williams, 1974).

his

Asking studnts

ory (Co- 1976).

to write a family biography or a community,

e Using the community asa laboratory where students can develop

and use political Participation skills. SkuliesEs _ight reseavh such

r
topics as population distribution, housing, school assignments (which

neighborhoods attend'which schools.), representation, and 1tflnic

activlties in the. community (NCSSt 1976).

King (1977) urges that visits from community res iurcb pereons, as
V
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well as student trips into the community be carefully followed up with

ex_ vities that will .foster student understanding and appreciation of the

similarities and the differences among various ethnic groups. She points

out some potential problems and suggests ways to forestall them:

If an inflammatory situation has occurred in the community, either

choose a knowledgeable but neutral person' to present the. matter for di s-

CuSsion, or delay discussion until things have cooled off.

-lake great care to avoid the "queer people with quaint-customs"

tack when-inviting resource persons to visit the classroom. This means

becoming knowledgeable about the ethn c group under consideration befo e

inviting a representative to visit the class, and then exhibiting a

genuine interest in the person presentation. A superficial approach

br a condescenCng attitude will defeat the purpose of the multicultural

expe ience.

School Staff

Most authorities agree that if a mu cultural-aeproach.to education

to-be effective, It must haVe the support and involvement of the en-

staff -- .administrative, -teaching, and no teaching (NCSS,; 1976;

Valverde, 1977). Some advocates of multicultural education, however,

give' special emphasis to teacher involvement.. Cuban (1973) and others

(Deslonde, 1977; Fort Benning, 1973; Palo Alto Unified Schpol'District,

1973) maintain that the individual teacher in tht individual claSsroom,is

the mos critical factor in multicultural educ jon, the one that _



determine the success or failure of a multicultural approach. In a

similar vein, Banks (1977d) states:

Research suggests-that teachers, next to parents, are, the
most significant others in students' lives, and that class-
room teachers -FW an important role in the formation of
students' 'att t6ides and self-perceptions (p. 5).

Because this emphasis in the literature, certain specific suggestions

in this section are directed more to classroom teachers than to non-

teaching staff members. The-general guidelines for developing staff

support and-involvement however, are intended to apply to all school

staff. They are summarized -below.

1. The School staff should be made up of people representing a

variety of racial and ethnic groups. Some 'authorities (ASCD, 1977;

NESS, 1976) call for the staff to reflect the ethnic pluralism of

Ameridan society as a whole. It is particularly important for several

reasons 'to have the Staff reflect the pluralism of the community in

which the school is located. First, minority students need role models;'

they need to see members f their own group in professional as well as

custod a\l positions in the school. Second, nonminority children also need

to see m of minority groups in positions of authority, lest they

come to rgard Minorities as only capable of occupying low Teel or menial

jobs.

levels,

rd, the presence of minority group members on all persOnnel

luding the upper echelon, will increase the likelihood that,a

minority vl. wp-int is presented and considered in daily decision making

(Grant, 7:5).

The school staff should be helped to develop an understanding



of cultural differences in orderto cope with problems that may be re-

lated to these differences. Many advocates of multicultural education

claims that most teacher training programs do not prf'p re their students

to function well in culturally different settings (Boyer, 1976). As a

result many teachers may have difficulty in helping children from dif-

ferent ethnic groups to succeed academically, and they also ayiie -

able to prevent conflicts related to cultural differences. -Gay (1975b)

cites the work of several researchers in support of this argument, while

Brophy and Good (1974) review a number of other'studies which show that

both social class and racial differences influence the ways teachers

perceive their students and interact with them in the classroom. -Other

research shows that nonminority teachers generally tended to give'

minority students less opportunity and, encouragement to participate in

classroom discussions and other activities (Gay 1973; Jackson & Cosca,

1974; U.B. Commission on civil Rights, 1973; Wahab, 1973).

Brophy and Good ,(1974) make the 13(3 nt, however, that teacher-student

interaction is a two-way process. They state that often teachers may

treat two groups of students differently not because the teachers on-

sciouslyand intentionally wish to discriminate but rather because they

are unconsciously conditioned to do so by the " differential behavior

of the student (p.'12). Such differential behavior may s- affect the

way students of different cultures interact. Bennett (1979)-cribes_

an incident at a Florida high school which illustrates thii point. --4V

fight,broke out at this school-following an assembly at which a black



musical group performed. The black students in the audience responded

to the performance by clapping, singing, stomping, and dancing. The

white students, upset by this reaction, tried to quiet their black.

classmates. Unable to do so, many of the White students then left the

auditorium, which upset the black students. They felt their white class-

mates were being rude to the black musicians. Sennett maintains that if

each group had understood the "performance traditions" of the other's

culture, the misunderstandings that led to the fighting might not have

occurred.

Other authorities have identified differences between the world

view the,way a cultural group perceives people and events)

Anglo-Americans and that of other ethnic groups, which may lead to be-

havioral differences that are not understood... Gay (1975b) offers a number

of black value system characteristics that may cause classroom problems

if the teacher is not aware of them. One of these examples is the black

child' !expectation that learning in school will take place in an informal

setting as it does in the black home and community There the child.is

often simultaneously teacher and learner within the peer group, with his

orrher position at any one time determined by the child's 'own deMonstrated

' abilities rather than by external rules. As another example, Gay points

out that blacks are accustomed to integrating mental, emotional, and

physical activities. Most schools, however, tend to sepatate these

activities. Thus, teachers ay label black youngsters as disruptive when

they accompany cognitive activities with phySical movement and exuberant
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exclamations or show other signs of physical and emotional involvement.

Bennett (1979) cites studies of core values which show differences

between Hispanic or Native American and Anglo-American perceptions of

what is important. For example, the two minority groups stressed har-

mony with nature as opposed to the Anglo-American concept of controlling

nature; they also emphasized patience rather than action and group c--

operation as opposed to aggressive competition. In addition, some re-

search suggests that many minority children come.from homes which prac-

tice a different cognitive lea -ing,style from that used in most schools

(Castenada & Gray, 1974; Ramirez & Castenada' 1974).

Teachers and other .members of the school staff need to be helped to

become aware of these various lor of cultural differences and to

understand how these differences may influence behaviors. Care must be

taken, however, not to overemphasize these differences the extent

that new stereotypes are developed (Garcia, 1974) or that multicultural

education becomes just another term for "spedial programs for minority

.students" (Gibson, 197 ).

3. The sehool staff should be offered ongoing development programs

that will enable them to create a positive environment for multicultural

to

:education. Some authorities (NCSS, 1976) Taintain that such progr

should be mandatory for all school staff, from principal to custodian;

from counselor to bus driver. More often, -However, the primary emphas

is-on teacher training programs (Banks & Grambs, 197.2; Carpenter Torney,
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1974; Dickeman, 1973: Hunter, 1974). A fairly large number of such pro-

-grads for teachers have been developed, but how successful they are in

promoting .a positive environment has been questioned.

Baker (1973, 1977) reports that.teacher perceptions- of different-

ethnic cultures can be altered but she warns that a single workshop ex-

perience, no matter how well planned and developed, cannot be adequate.

:Cross and Deslonde (1978) also,stress'the need for continuing programs .for

teacher-development, and view the development of a multicultural per--

spective as a lifelong undertaking: in addition, the NESS Guidelines

(1976) call for programs that have a wide variety of components and

ones, which represent a cooperative effort on the part of local colleges,

community agencies, and the school district office.

McLaughlin and Marsh (197E), in reporting on the Rand study of the

factors involved in the success of educationalinnovationsi call attention

to the need for programs designed for experienced teachers. They state,

that after several years of teaching, many teachers want to explote new

areas and to grow professionally, but often cannot find in-service pro,

grams that do more than elaborate on already familiar practices. The

Rand researchers therefore recommend that staff development programs

be established with a more personal approach, emphasizing ways in which

teachers can help themselves to become more effective in their profession.

Goals and Objectives in_ Multicultural, Education

Guidelines- for multicultural education would not be complete with-

out nention of program goals and objectives. Specific objectives, of
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course, must be tailored to the grade levels, curriculum content areas,

and organizational features of the individual schpol'as well as to the

neectsa and interests of the local community. An examination, however,

the general goals seggesced,by authorities in the field may be helpful to

curriculum planners and others formulating goals and .objectives for their

own institutions. The following section presents some of these general

goals, categorized inteknoWledge, skills, and attitudes areas, along,

with examples of specific objectives.

Knowledge_ Goals

There is general agreement that one aim of multicultural education

should be to provide students with.accurate information on the histories,

lives, and cultures of the major ethnic groups in this country. Know,-

ledge goals and objectives should seek not only to correct Isinformation

and stereotypic thinking but also to fill:in the gaps that often

in ethnic studies materials for example, how ethnic experiencesmay'

occur

affect a person's behavior or values, why some ethnic groups have suf-

fered from powerlessness and discrimination while others have not, and

details of the contributions of the various ethnic groups to the Society
,

as a whole (Cortes, 1977; Gay, 1977).

Examples of specific knowledge objectives are given below.

Primary _grades

The students would become aware of the-similarities and differences
whichdistinguish individuals. .(Human Relations Project, @1969.).),

InterIntermediate grades.

Students will identify on a_world map.the regions from. which racial
minorities now in the United States. came and will give a brief re-
port on one aspect of the.original culture of these
(California -State Board of Education, 1975).
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Secondary trades
--

Students will list similarities and differences in human beings and
the - implications of this knowledgefor equalizing social, political,
economic, and educational opportunities. (California State Depart-
ment of Education, 1975)

0

Skills Coals

f students are pp use their knowledge about different cultural

groups, they must be helped to develop a variety of skills. Skill goals

and objectives, therefore, should address such areas as decision making,

conflict resolution, problem solving, and communication -- especially

cross-cultural communication. In addition, students should be helped

to master skills whiCh help them to clarify their attitudes and values,

particularly those related ,to their own and other ethnic groups.- Inquiry

skills including analysis, synthesis, the ability to weigh evidence,

and consideration of the perspective-of others, and social action

skills are also necessary (Cortes, 1977).

Examples of specific Skills objectives are given below.

Primers _grades

Students will be able to say "hello" in three differerwlanguages.
(Flanagan, Mager, & Shanher, 1971)

intermediate ades-

Students will develop a plan to overcome or reduce tl prejudices
of a group of people. (Flanagan, Mager, & !Manner, 1 71)-



Secondary grades

Given four specific values held by the majority of Americans, stu-
dents will analyze the motives behind statements made by. members
of the Majority group6 about behaviors of minority groups,
(Flanagan, Mager & Shanner, 1971)

Attitudinal Goals

Goals and objectives in this category would focus around the need

to help students develop attitudes and values that promote a positive

acceptance of cultural diVersitY. These include an awareness of and

pridein one's own ethnic identity, acceptance o the'life styles of

other ethnic, groups, and an valuing of 'openness And flexibility (Gay,

1977).

Examples of specific attitudinal objectives are given below.

Primary4rades

Students will demonstrate respect and acceptance of'indiViduals
and groups different from themselves. :'(Califarn a State Department
of Education, 1977)

Intermediate grades

Students will identify and clarify personal positions on a number
of issues, e.g., schobi desegregatien, what's fair, the meaning of
truth, justice, black-white relationShips. (New Castle County
[Del.] Board of Education, 1978).

Secondary grades

Students will be able to examine and discuss the posi
in the area of sports due to he participation of: ind
groups from various ethnic and racial batkgrounds and
(Pennsylvania Department of Education, 1976)
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nclus LOU.

This chapter has suggested a number of guidelines that might be

helpful to practitione _ in - implementing a multicultural approach to edu-

cation,in a school. It.cannot be emphasized enough, however, that these

guidelines must be adapted by theischool's'administrative and teaching

staff to meet local needs. As McLaughlin and Marsh '(1978) explain:

In a sense, teachers and Administrative staff need to
"reinvent the Wheel" each.time an innovation is brought
into the school setting. Reinventing the wheel helps
the teachers and administrators understand and adjust
the innovation to local needs. Learning occurs through-
out this adaptation process as Staff come to undetstand
their awn needs for additional information. (p. 87)

This need to reinvent the wheel,' however, does not necessarily

mean that all aspects of a multicultural program must be developed by

and for each local site. There are many curricular materials, evalUation

instrument

adapted or, in some cases, used as they stand What is important is that

and other resources that are available which can be easily

3

a term of enthusiastic persons with committed leadership begin to develop

together a schoolwide process to use these resources in 1:)nilding.t

multicultural educational program. The final chapter of this publication

offers an annotated list of some materials'thet practitioners majk find-

helpful as they begin their task.
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RESOURCES FOR MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

This chopter.has been desighed to offer some assistance to practi-

tioners who are implementing a multicultural education program in their

institution and find that they need additional resource material. The

number of aterials available is large and still growing. Therefore the

annotated lists hich follow are not meant to be comprehensive; rather,

they are intended to illustrate the variety of-aterials that might be

used and to suggest direction for further exploration on the part of the

practitioner.

Included in the chapter are suggestions for locating resources. in

the community as well,as descriptions of several annotated bibliographies

,of published materials in multicultural education. EXamples of curricula

prOgrams developed,by universities state departments of education

are briefly annotated, and Sources for information,about evaluation

methods and instruments are listed. Some, of the documents cited here can

can be _ und.in' local libraries. Most are listed in Resources in Edti

cation and are available through the ERIC system. ERIC Document Repro-

duction Service numbers are given in the document citation when applicable.

If documents are available for purchase from other sources, Ordering in-

formation is provided.

Comradnity Resources

For a Schotil that has a multiethnic population, an obvious source

Mate ialaand human resources is persons from the various ethnic
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groups that _ke up the local community. Grandparents or other relatives

of the students might be asked to share recollections or customs with the

class. For exampleVa German Italian, Puerto Rican, and black grand-

parent might be invited to tell about the way, their family celebrated a

given holiday when they were children, or to discuss the role of the

elderly in their ethnic community Or the students may be taken on a

field trip to neighborhood locations such as the Japanese Cultural

Center or the Slovenian-American League.

Assigning students to record oral h storiei' of relatives or people

in the community his been successfully-used as a multicultural education

project. For an excellent description of such a project, see Guidelines

_for Oral History: _What Why? _How?, a 1978 publication of PennsylVania:

Depa-tment of Education Bureau of Curriculum Services (Box911, s-

burg, Pa. 19126)'. Another project that has proved successful -is a school/

community fair in bihich students bring in articles of interest that indi-

cate,the many different ethnic/backgroundarepresented in the school

and the community.

Those schools whose populations come from only one ethnic group

course,: can' probably avail themselves-of-many-or these same resources'.

It may simply involve more effort, on the part of the educate onal planners

to make-Contacts with appropriate resource persons in nearby communities

and to arrange for travel.

Often there are museums or chapters of historical societies that can

be visited. There is a move ent now toward the- establishment of children's



N

museums in various cities across the country that seek to. enrich the

exp rfencetl v

cultural identity, and mainstream youngsters ari led to discover that

Minorit children ire helped to develop

their own cultural roots are not the only ones of value to the soc

(Aodges, 1978). _e of those museums .such as the Balch I stitUte

Philadelphia, Pe_nsylvania, -. offer a study guide t4hat teachers may use

in conjunction with trips to the museum (Balch institute., 1978). Ti e

Institute also makes available special reading materials and reference

Local chapters -f such social service organizations as the Anti-.

Defamiation League o

11)016) --fo audio-visual materials for rent and sale .

which may. enrich t multicultural approach. Another national center which

3 rit4 -(315 Lexington Avenue, New York, New

.,,publishes a catai_og of useful materials is the Council on interracial

Books for Children, 1841 Broadway, New York, Ne'w York 10023. They offer

factsheetsignd flyers on various minority s !?ile I

lesson plariscfor classroom use or teac trainiog.

as well as selected

-

Newspapers written in English and other languages such as. Spanish
.

are excellent resources for finding out,about the events being Sponsored'

local community groups -For example, the events of Aspire, a Spanish

umericanco: Ainity self-help group, might be found in a Spanish community

news events announced in newspapers might include fairs,

church festivals, or celebrations of birthdays of ethnic heoes. In

large metropolitan areas, upcoming community even _ are ten listed for

different communities in a special weekend section of the newspaper.,

Often ethnic commUnity:groups have their own more formal organizations
,



such as the American Hungarian Foundation in New Brunswick, New Jersey.

This foundation was established to further understanding of Hungarian

culture and heritage fn America. It awards grants and support for.

Hungarian Studies and p ()grams. The Hungarian Research Center publishes

a. newsletter and ,other publications which provide assistance in the

study,of Hungary and houses the foundation's museum and library collection.

Check your telephone book for other such organizations in Your community.

Cr consult some he bibliographies described below for listing

national organization offices.

Anruitated Bibliographies

The bibliographies described below were seleCted on the basis of

their comprehensive coverage of upto-date resources All of them list

audio-visuil and printed materials. In addition, two of them suggest

ganiza ons or individuals who may also be helpful to school practitioners.

:Annotated bibliography of multitthntec0,rriculum materials_ 4th
.supplement. Columbia, Mo.: Midwest 'Center for Equal Educational Oppo
unity, 1976. -,(ED 129 703)

This is the latest supplement to a bibliography-published in 1974.

includes books, films, filmstrips, recordings, and:booklets on

multiethnic studies, Each' resource is briefly described.. The purchase

price and where it can be purchased are noted, as is the recommended grade

level with which it may be used.
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Kotler, Greta & Kuncaitis, Violetta. Bibliography of ethnic heritage'
studies program Materials. Washingtpn'D.C.: .National Center for Urban
Ethnic Affairs. and the National Edutation Association, 1976.

This is a bibliography of materials developed by projects that re-

ceived Federal Ethnic Heritage Studies Program grants from 1974 through

1976. The descriptions of the materials-indicate.tha ethnic group.(s)

the materials_ deal with and. include data about audience, teaching ob-

. jectives- and ordering inkormation. The materials are also prganiied by

state ManYofthe. listed-materials can be Seen on display at the

National Center for Urban.Ethnic- Affairs' Resource Center, 1521 16th.

St., N.W. Washington D.C. 20036.

'Materials And human resources for teachin ethnic studie annotated
biblio phy, 'Boulder, Colo.: . Social Science Education Consortium, Inc.,
1976. ,--(Order from SSEC, 855 Broadway, Boulder, Colo. 80302. 275 pp.,
paperbodhd, $7..95.)

This document is perhaps the most complete and useful reference source

available. It contains over 1100 entries and Includes sections for ethnic

groups from all Parts of Europe Asia, e South Pacific and Africa as

well as for the major religiouS-groupslin this country.. The materials

in each section are divided into four Categories:, curriculum materials.

(further divided into gradps K-6 add 7-12), student resources, teacher

resources, and.films. The first category includes products that have both

a teaCher and a student component; they may be textbooks or multimedia

packages. Each item in this category was analyzed and then rated on a

scale of 0-6\for the following criteria: format, realism and sec ,racy,

intercultural understanding, educational quality, and overall recommends-

on. ..Those textbobks which have little or no multiethniC content are

-listed but not rated. Most of the curriculum materials included were
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publishe1 After 1965; these published earlier generally have a- "melting

pot "` poll t of view and therefore are Outdated. Student 'and teacher

resource however, oonta_

dates.,,

n La les w -ear pub lic.ition

New perspectives: A bibliosra hy of racialL ethnic, arid feminist re-
sources. Harrisburg, Pa.: P nnsylvania Department of' Education, 1977.
(ED 146 284 )

The State Board of Educionsin Pennsylvania approve

of- ac al, ethnic and women,- studies in the curriculum of all schools

the inclusion

in-

that state.. This bibliogrry has been compiled-to help school-personnel

locate resources which would enable them toFfulfill this mandate.
/

-biblios-apby is divided i

coverin the major racial

second art covers wdmen

fiction nonfiction, per

national organizations.

prices, I and other necessa

iThqapp ogriate grade

material.
1

o two sections. --t part lists mater

and ethnic groups in the United'States; the
/

-studies material. The items listed include

and articles, -udio-visual material,dicals

ch item is briefly described. -Addresses,

and

rdering information are given as applicable.

also included in each 1

Mdltic\ltural urricula

ng of student

A -o prehensive search through the ERIC system or eiamination of

some of t1e bibliographies annot ted above /would undoubtedly-yield many-

more curricula Similar to the one annotated below. These curricula

have been lelected to provide practitioners with an,idea of what c



_ developed locally'or on the state level. Although the curricula differ-

from one another in many respects, they do have certain important aspects

in common. All stress the importance of-theatudents' coming to terms

1-1 their own ethnicity and self-identity,:as well as the importance

of-learning about and accepting the -ethnicity of others, Most of the

authors regard a multicultural approach as neccessarily- interdisciplinary,,

there fore, the curricula offer learning activities that can be implemented-

a variety of classrooms from science to social studies, or from English

...to home economics. Although some of the curricula are developed especially

fOr use in elementary or secondary claises, the authors have for the mob

part affirmed the need for.a K-12 multicultural approach and see their

particular product as only one part of a school system's effort in this,

regard.

E ual ri hts An education curriculum. Harrisburg: Pennsyl-
clucation, 1974. (ED 099 200)

This curriculum as designed as a resource for persons who are

vania Department o

responsible for multicultural education programs in the Pennsylvania

schools, Its goal is to encourage teachers and students to explore the

attitudes and skills that are needed in order to establish good relation-
*

ships betigeen persons of different racial, religiousvethnic,.and socio-

economic groups

Gibson, John. The intergroup-relations- Curriculum:_ A_Progra_ for ele-
'mentaryschool educationi_ Vols. Medford, Mass.:- Tufts University.
Lincoln Filene Center for Citizenship and Public Affairs, 1969. (ED 058
167 and ED 058 168)

The first volume of this curriculOm discUsses the intergroup.relations.

curriculum project which was concerned with intergroup education in the
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Dnited\Sta s and-which developed the program that-is offered it Vollime

II. Objectives of the program include: the development of a positive'

sel:-concept; an Understanding of the similarities' and differences between.

various ethnic groups, as well as their contributions to society in the

past and present; and the andourage_ 'of-the child to be an active

participant in the teaching-learning process.: The methodology of the
I

course-calls for inductive teaching and for the.use of role playing,

. Inquiry, discovery, gaming and other skill activities that require:act ve

participation by the students. The overarching framework for this curri-

culum is the governing process. The prograM starts with a unit on gover-

nance in the home and continues through school and community to the

nation and the hemisphere. Each unit offers learning activities-that

include:objectives, procedures,, lists of materials needed, and,dis-
.

Cussion guidelines for studghtA

A model o :ram in multi- thnic he ul -ethnic curriculum
units -7 primary, intermediate, and secondary levels. Mankato, Minn.;

Mankato State College Minority Group Study Center, 1974. (ED 115 635)

The'units in this program were developed. by teachers working with

students at various age levels and in various school disciplines. Hp

ever, all th.units are directed toward a 'set of comm-- instructional
.

goals which emphasize t positive nature of cultural diversity, the need

for positive attitudes among students toward their own ethnid identity

and that of others, the development of an understanding of the-social

forces that limit opportunities for some ethhic groups, and the apprecia

tion of the achievements of persohs from all ethnic backgrbuirds. The
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.units suggest a variety of approaches to. be explored by teachers.

Activities are offered for classes .at the primary,fintermediate, and

secondary level. Each activity includes- objectivesiprocedures,

list of needed materials, and usually a list of references. The Minority

Croup Study Center also has compiled bibliographies teacher resources

for white "ethnic groups as well as for'Native Americana.

New peramctives in intergroup education. Vols. 1 and 2. Baltimore:
Maryland State Department of Education, 1975. (ED 115 628 and ED 115_629)

This two-volume_guide to'intergroup education'was. formulated by

teachers from local educational agencies in Maryland and was refined

after a-one-year pilot test. Volume it.for use in elementary schools;

Volume II is for use in middle, junior high and senior high schools.

The goal af he program is to direct students toward an understanding

and appreciation of all ethnic and cultural gtoupa., It is.built around

four broad themes: the equal -worth of every. person, the equal worth

of every ethnic group; prejudice and discritination;'and ideals and .

realities. Teaching units for each theme are offered at each level.

The units include a description of content, interdisciplinary lear Ing -

activities, lists of esource materials, and assessment tasks as appro-

priate,

th;, Gary & Ote-ro, deorge. Teaching About cultural Awareness. Denver,
Colo.:- University of DenverCenter for Teaching International 'Relations,
1977. ,(Orderjrom Materials Distributions,.Center for Teadhing.inter-
natdonal Relations, Universiey'ofDenVer, DenVer, Colo, 80208. 2254.,
paperbound, V.00,)

This curriculum gukde,ia one of several offeied by the Center

in secondary and college classrooms. Thiaparticular volume offers
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supplementary materials that are appropriate use with studenta.from

uses a perceptualupper elementarythrough senior high school grades.

'

,approach to focus the.individual-student's opinions and attitudes in order

to help him or her become .aware of personalAterotypes prejudices, and

beliefs. The activities included in this volume are divided into three

sections. The first section, "Perception composed of activities

desighed to dispel stereotypes.. The activities -in the second_ section,

"Culture and Me," use role play to help students become more familiar with

other 'cultures. The-third Settion'contains cohsciousfiess-raising activities

on dis_Amination and racism., Each activity is meant to Stimulate dis.,
,.

cussion rather than to bean end in itself. The activities-within-the.'

various section are viiried and eacb1.ncludes-objectivet, list of material;

procedures, time allotment, and appropriate grade level;

Evaluation Materials

has been pointed out in the preceding chapter that a,seccessful

multicultural program must bedeveloped4locally And must take into. con4

sideration local needs, interests- and-conditions. It follows, then,'that.

: the evaluation process. for a multicultural education provam should also

be lodally developed-and designed around the needs, objectivesidesired

'student outcomes, and' other:nrogram aspects which have been determined by

members of the school community... The program evaluation materials described
o

J
o

below can by useful, however, in proViding delines for local evaluation

that may he.adopted or adapted for local use. In addition, .a few sources

are suggested for .locating instruments that measure student attainment
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'of.both cognitive and affective :objec ives and for instruments that ay

'be used-' to:analyZe,Curriculu terials f a multicultural program.

Program Evaluation

. .

StateDepartment of Education. K of materials fO needsCalifornia
_.

' assessment and evaluation: Multicultural education.
Author, 1978.

Sacramento, Calif.:.

The kit reflects a variety of approaches to measurement and evaluation.

It includes several documents that deal with the assessment of staff

needs, with pattern of attitude and opinion, and with the evaluation

1 in-service content., presentation methods, and outcomes.

Multiethnic education prograMavaluation checklist. in National, Council

for the Social Studies, Curriculuguidelines for multiethnic education.
Arlington, Va.: Author,.1976.'

This Oeckliat. is based on the:23-guidelines that NCSS' has pr4osed. or

multiethnic education programs, and includes several question's under. each.

of the guidelines. The user is asked to answer each question with a,

ng statement , :ranging. from "strongly" to'"hardly at all."
Q 4

,National Study of School. Evaluation. Eva
-cultural-multiracial education Arlington, Va.: Author, 197
(ED 081 791)

uldelines for multi-

These guidelines are designed to help schools gather data about their'.

multicultural programs The three pivotal points evaluation are:

(1) characteristics of the school and its community; (2) the school's

general philosophy and objectives; and (3) the specific,commitment the

school has made Co educating its students for a pluralistic society.

Appended to the book are two survey instruments, one for use with

teachers and "the other for use with students.
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Materials Evaluation,

Ethnic Studies Materials Analysis InsEtument., Boulder, Cpl o.: Social
Science Education Consortium, 1975. (ED 128.279)

booklet is an instrument for analyzing ethnic studies curriculum

materials for grades K-12. The ive sections of the instrument are:

product,characteri tie, general education quality, ethnic heritage

content, adaptability of materials to conditions of use, add pverall.

evaluation:

California State pepar.pment of. ucation Office of Intergroup Relations.
Guide f' _1- cUltural education:' Content and context. Sacramento,
Calif. utho, 1977:

This guide i eludes two instruments to be used in analyzing materials

for a multicultural program. One is a preliminary screening form which

1 4

-.can-be used to determine-whether an item, in brief-examination,.seem to

justify full analysis.. The four points to be checked relate to relevance,

appropriateness, standards of quality,and nondiscriminatory content. Any
,

item that fails one or ord of these checks is rejected-.without further

examination. The second instrumenc is a specific and detailed questions

nare which requires full review of both the format a 'content

eat. tem. It is c6naerned with such areas ,-_- instructional purpose And

design, ethnic perspect ve, multiethnic perspective, biases in the

material, teacher -0 aration needed and evaluation techniques.



Evaluation lust for l Students

Cortes, Carlos with Metcalf, Fay & flawke, Shari. 1. Understandinc_;-

ou a d them Ti-- for telchin about ethnicitv LRIC

Clearinghousehouse for Social udlesiSocial Science Ld cation and, Social

Science Lducatibn Consortium; Inc., 1976.

The 'final chapter of this booklet identifies a number of esources to

measure the achievement of both cognitive and.affecti bjectives in

multiethnic education. The annotation supplied for each instrument offer.

information on authors, grade level, and the source from which the

m2nt may be obtatned.

ounces in the Practitioner's th So:hool

The most valuable' initial esource for multicultural education is

the practitioner's interest in the topic. This interest can result in

the discovery of= other resources withig the prac "tionWs own- school.
a

The set of questions presented on the foiloc.)ing page can aid in this.

disCovery process, by directing a ration -to those areas in-which the

conditions may facilitate or debil.itate,multicultural education. -Using

-these questioni, one can develop a School Multicultural Education (MCC)

Resource Profile for one's own school,

Althoughthe task, of developing the School MCP Resource.Profile

might be done by one person alone/.it is much more valuable, 1n terms.,

of multicUltural education advocacy and insights, o'interebt colleagues

in becoming involved in thetask. A group of interested persons could

make independent investigations of
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then :co together to report findings. The gon,l of the task is, of

course,., to construct the School MCE Resource Profile, a document which

can. used as a carefully developed foundation for'future imp ov

of multicultural education in the school'



BASIC QUESTION AREAS FOR A-SCHOOL
MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION,(MCE) RESOURCE PROFI E

1. The Curricula

a. When he curriculum has-been tevised or new curricula have been
developed, has there been a practice of including MCE aspects?

b. Are - there special units or courses related to aspects of: MCE?

(For elaboratio --ee "School Curriculum"
Resources" in t is chapter.)

2. Educational Goals and Objectives:-

a. How do present goals or objectives
terms of knowledge or skills?

b., How do present goals or objectives
in terms of attitudes or behavior?

Chapter II and "Curriculum

for students

for students

foster MCE, in-

oster MCE,

(Foi elaboratiOn, see "Goals and Objectives in Multicultural Education"
in Chapter

School Staff.;

A. What is the ethnic compOsition of various groups within the
school staff (including service personnel, teachers, and administrate

b. What staff development effoitahave been made to.equip these
various groups for Multicultural sensitivity and education?

(For elaboration, see School Staff" in Chapterji.),

4. Community Involvement:
U

a. How have any of,the ethnic groups 'in the school's co unity
involved .in advising about: the ethnic impliditions of various school
4ecIsions?-

, b. How does the school make use the ethnic =composition of
community?

For elaboration, see "SchooliCommunityRela
"Community Resources".tn this chapter.)

5. Other PolicieS:andFractices:

What current school policies ol ptocedures are

b. ,What current school or-proceduresare

on s" n Chapt_ and

been

supportive of MCE?

unfaVorable td-MCE?

(For.elaboration, see "School Policies or Procedures" in Chapter II.
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